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OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN
 

W461  and  W 462	of	1991
IN THE MATTER OF A JUSTICES APPEAL
BETWEEN:

SIMON NABANARDI
Appellant
AND:
GARRY MINNER
Respondent


CORAM: Mildren J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 8 May 1992)

The appellant was charged upon complaint in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction with driving a  motor  vehicle  upon  a public street whilst disqualified from holding. a driver's licence, contrary to s31(1) of the Traffic Act.

The  facts	alleged	by the	prosecution	were	that	at	about
9.39		am	on			Wednesday	9	October	1991,			the	appellant		was driving  a green Toyota		Corolla  station wagon  outbound	from Katherine Terrace, Katherine,		a_long the		Stuart Highway,		and into	Zimmin		Drive.	He was		apprehended	by  police	in	Zimmin Drive.  He  admitted  to  police  that he wasdisqualified.	When asked			why	he	was	driving,		he	replied		that		he was just driving  to  Rock  Hole.  At the	time of driving, the appellant had been disqualified from holding  a  licence  to  drive  for  the period from 6  April  1989  to  6  April  1992.  Those  facts were admitted by the appellant's solicitor at the  hearing before the learned magistrate on 7 November 1991.

The	appellant	had	been	previously	disqualified	from
obtaining or holding 1.	19.01.89
 a licence on the following  occasions: (In	connection	with	an	offence	for


exceed .08) two years.
	06.04.89	(In connection with an offence of drive disqualified) three years.


	20.02.90	(In	connection	with	an	offence	of exceed .00%) six months.
	20.02.90	(In connection with an offence of drive disqualified) two years.

It appears that the two periods of disqualification imposed on 20 February 1990 were intended to be concurrent. There is nothing to indicate whether those periods of disqualification were intended - to commence at the expiration of the period of disqualification imposed on 6 April 1989. If the Court of Summary Jurisdiction intended that the periods of disqualification imposed on 20 February 1990 were to commence from 6 April 1992, when the period of disqualification imposed on 6 April 1990 expired, the court should have said so. As things stand, the periods of disqualification imposed on 20 February 1990 expire before
6 April 1992, and therefore are ineffective.

It  appears also that		on Summary Jurisdiction found of	a good	behaviour	bond
 20 February	1990,	the Court	of that the appellant was in breach imposed	on 6	April	1989,	and
committed him to prison for one month. In addition, the Court imposed a term of imprisonment (three months, to be served cumulatively) in respect of the drive disqualified offence for which the court convicted the appellant on 20 February 1990, and the court ordered that the appellant be released after serving one month upon his entering into a further good behaviour bond for a period of two years.

Consequently,		when		the	appellant	was	convicted		of	the offence	of	drive	disqualified	for	the	third	time		in relation to the offence he committed on 9 October 1991, he was also dealt with for breach of the bond imposed on 20, February 1990 as well. As he had already served the period of one month for which he had been ordered to be committed
for the breach of the earlier bond, the appellant remained liable to be committed on this occasion for the whole of the sentence of three months' imprisonment for drive disqualified which had been suspended as a result of the order for his conditional release. Consequently, on 2 December 1991 when he was sentenced, the court imposed the following sentence and orders:
	for breach of the bond entered into in 1990 - the appellant was committed to three months' imprisonment;
	for driving whilst disqualified on 9 October 1991 - the appellant was sentenced to six months' imprisonment, cumulative upon the three months for breach of the bond.
	The appellant's licence was also disqualified for two years. Again, there is nothing to indicate that this period of disqualification was to commence from 6 April 1992. Accordingly, the effect of this order was that the appellant was· disqualified until 2 December 1993.

The appellant appeals from both the order committing him to prison and the sentence imposed, on the following grounds as set out in the Amended Grounds of Appeal:
11(1) The learned Stipendiary Magistrate erred in law in that he failed to take into account or to give any weight to relevant matters submitted to him on behalf of the appellant. In particular the learned Stipendiary Magistrate failed to consider the following circumstances of the appellant's case:

	That the appellant	lived in community	with	poor	transport members of that community and

 a remote Aboriginal facilities	for	the

	That the appellant had pressures placed upon him by the members of his community to drive a motor vehicle which pressures were operative on the day the appellant committed the offence of Drive while Disqualified contrary to s31 Traffic Act (NT)

such issues were submitted by the appellant's counsel and in part were contained in a reference tendered on behalf of the appellant (marked Exhibit 2 in those proceedings).
IN THE ALTERNATIVE

The learned Stipendiary Magistrate erred in law in that he rejected the uncontested submissions of counsel in relation to the circumstances as set out above and further he rejected the content of the reference tendered by consent (marked Exhibit 2) without informing counsel of his intention to do so.
	The learned stipendiary Magistrate erred in law in the use that he made of the appellant's prior convictions, in particular the learned Stipendiary Magistrate proceeded on the following erroneous principles:


	That the penalty for each subsequent offence of Drive while Disqualified must attract a greater penalty than the previous offences and


	That a third offence of Drive while Disqualified should attract the maximum penalty of one years imprisonment.


	The learned Stipendiary Magistrate failed to direct himself to or apply the principle known as the totality principle of sentencing."

The	appellant	is	a		twenty-one	year-old	Aboriginal,	who lived	at	Binjari,		an	Aboriginal	community	some	twenty
minutes		drive	by	road		from	Katherine.	At before	the	Court		of	Summary		Jurisdiction,
 the	hearings very	little
information was given to the Court about the
 accused and
his background, or for that matter, about the offence.

The	learned	Stipendiary	Magistrate	was	told	by	the
appellant's solicitor that the	appellant	had	gone
 on the day prior to the offence, with	a	number	of	friends	and
relations to a place near the river to go fishing.	The location of this place was not identified; other than the
reference to the place as
appellant	to	the	police
 being "Rock Hole" made by when	he	was	apprehended.
 the Some
"important belongings" had been left behind. The community
at	which	he	lived	had	access	to	"few"	vehicles,	and apparently when it was realised that these belongings were missing, the appellant felt "an extreme obligation" to go' and get them, there being no driver available at the time. Precisely	what	these	"important		belongings"	were,	how


urgent it was to retrieve them, the location of the place where they had been left, and how it was that the appellant was the only person available to retrieve them, was never explained.

As to the appellant, the court was told that he was married and had recently had a child, that he lived at Binjari, that he had previously got himself into trouble for driving whilst unlicensed because of pressures put upon him by other members of the community to drive them to Katherine to buy groceries, and that his presence at the community was "important" (why, was not explained) and because he had "continuing ceremonial obligations." His age was not mentioned, although that may have been apparent to the learned magistrate. Nothing was put to the court about his education, general background, or work history. Nor was the learned magistrate told anything about Binjari, and its relative isolation.

Perhaps the explanation
 "f-or this lies, in part, from the
fact that the learned magistrate was experienced and had spent many years in the Northern Territory, and possibly he may have known of the appellant personally, but I cannot be certain of this. By consent of counsel for the respondent, certain further material was put to me from the Bar table on the basis that I should not treat this material as new evidence so as to change the . nature of the appeal to an appeal where this Court exercises original, as opposed to appellate, jurisdiction. I consider that the parties intended that I should receive this material as if it had been before the magistrate, and that, therefore, the nature of the appeal is such that I can interfere with the magistrate's discretion in sentencing the appellant only upon established principles: see the discussion by O'Leary CJ in Sears v McNulty (1987) 89 FLR 154.

The additional information made available to me was as
follows.			The place	to	where		the			appellant	was travelling was known			as		Rock Hole,		and the		route which		the			appellant was taking when stopped		by police		is	consistent		with Rock Hole  as		his	destination.		The Binjari	co:mmunity	is		located west  of  Katherine  almost on the	Katherine River.		Access is via	the	Victoria Highway and	then by a rough dirt road. The distance				from		Katherine		is		some			fourteen kilometres by road. The co:mmunity consists of about  a  dozen  houses,  and has a population of about twenty-four adults  and  ten  to fifteen children. The co:mmunity had one co:mmunity owned vehicle. There were about three or four privately owned
vehicles	as   well.	There		is and	taxis		are		frequently recently	been	provided	with telephone.		Rock		Hole		is
 no  public	transport	available, used.	The co:mmunity		has	only
electricity,	and has one pay approximately		two	to	four
kilometres as the crow flies from Binjari, but  in  order  to gain access by road from Binjari, it is  necessary  to  drive back into Katherine and  then  west  along  the  Florina  road for approximately fifteen kilometres.

The  appellant's		traditional		country is		in the  Jabiru  area. He	has	lived	in	Katherine			all	of		his			life,	having	been brought		up  by Ronnie	Booth,			an		elder		who		has		ceremonial seniority			for		a	number	of				places.		The  appellant	is		an affiliate	of the Wardaman	group,		one of	two main groups from the Southern Katherine area. The appellant attended primary school and had some limited secondary schooling at Katherine. His  first  language  is  Creole,  which he understands and speaks better than  English.  He  has difficulty understanding some concepts in English  although he is  able  to  grasp  these  concepts  in  Creole.  In  1989-90, he was employed for about  one  year  as  a  field  officer  for the Katherine Regional Aboriginal Legal Aid Service. He was chosen because he was a traditional person. He was paid a salary  of  about  $20,000 p.a.   His  duties   were   fairly, simple - giving simple messages, cleaning vehicles, and the like. In 1990 he lost his job as a result of being
imprisoned. This was the only job he has ever held. At the time of the offence he was unemployed. As a •traditional' Aboriginal, he had gone through ceremony and was recognised by others as being groomed as important for ceremony. The appellant regards this as his real job in life.

His record of convictions includes, in addition to the
driving		offences,	a	conviction		for bodily	harm	in	1986,		rape	in	1986
 assault	occasioning (for	which	he	was
imprisoned for four years but ordered to be released on a good behaviour bond after two years) and two counts of fighting in a public place (1986 and 1989). As the appellant was born on 21 July 1970, he was only sixteen years of age when dealt with in 1986. on the occasion of the present offence, the appellant had not been drinking.

As to ground of appeal 1(a), I do not consider that the appellant has shown that this matter was overlooked. The learned magistrate clearly took it into account when considering the period of licence disqualification. The facts show that the appellant's community was relatively close to Katherine, and that although there was no public transport available, taxis were frequently used and the community had a vehicle available as a community vehicle.

As to ground of appeal l(b), the learned magistrate was in my opinion right to reject any submission that there were pressures operating upon the appellant from other members of the community to drive that day. The submission by the appellant's solicitor was not couched expressly in those terms, and the letter from Mr Booth tendered on the appellant's behalf did not support such a submission. The "pressure" which the appellant felt was to retrieve some 11 important11 ,         but unspecified, belongings which someone had
left at Rock Hole. There is nothing to show that the
'
learned magistrate misconstrued the facts or failed to give
them due weight.  On the contrary,  it is evident that the
learned magistrate was alive to these matters when he said:
"It	is	said	on  this	occasion,	that		is		on 9	October when you			again drove disqualified youhad gone fishing and you left something  important		at	the	rock hole and you drove back		to	get		it.		And of		course  that	puts	it in  not an unserious  category even so.		You drove to get it.	You		took		a		chance.	You	have			all		the	history	of appearing before the courts on drive disqualified."
As	to	the		alternative  ground,	it	is	true that the learned magistrate		rejected  the  contents  of Mr  Booth's	letter. The learned  magistrate  said  it		carried no weight  and  would  not be	taken	into account at	all.  I am  not	surprised	by this.
Thefact		that			the   appellant		had been		under	some	pressure from	other			members		of	the		community	in	the		past			had no relevance		to		the	circumstances		of	the		case  the		magistrate had  to	deal		with.		As to	the		submission	that			the		learned magistrate			failed		to consider so much of the letter that established the appellant's desire to live a traditional
·lifestyle, and reflected upon his coming from a deprived section of the community,  as  no  submissions  along  those  lines  were  put  to  the  learned  magistrate,   I   do  not   think that I should now entertain them.

As to ground 2  of  the  Notice  of  Appeal,  the  appellant submitted  that  the  learned  magistrate  was  overwhelmed   by the  accused I s  prior  convictions   and  approached   the   matter of the accused's prior convictions on the wrong basis.

In  his	remarks	on sentence,		the			learned	magistrate		said, after		referring   to   the  fact  that			this wasthe appellant's third  conviction   for   drive whilst  disqualified,		and that he had	been		imprisoned	for		four		months	and		three	months respectively	for		those			offences	previously,	that	"as some personal		deterrent	to		you and also	to	deter		others,		the third   drive   disqualified	is		really an offence which should attract the maximum, but I take into account those  other factors in it that  you were  sober,  which  is  about  the  onl thing I can take  into  account  really,  and I  will  not  impose the maximum here. The tariff must increase or (on?) those


periods of time which have been imposed His	Worship	then	imposed	a	penalty
 in the past	II
of	six	months 1
imprisonment, which was half the maximum penalty fixed by the Statute.

The appellant submitted that by those remarks, the learned magistrate gave a weight to the accused's previous convictions which was disproportionate to the gravity of the offence. Reliance was placed upon the observations of Mason CJ and Brennan, Dawson and Toohey JJ in Veen v The Queen (No.2) (J.987-88) J.64 CLR 465 at 477-78:
"There are two subsidiary principles which should be mentioned. The first is that the antecedent criminal history of an offender is a factor which may be taken into account in determining the sentence to be imposed, but it cannot be given such weight as to lead to the imposition of a penalty which is disproportionate to the gravity of the instant offence. To do so would be to impose a fresh penalty for past offences: Director of Public Prosecutions v Ottewell. The antecedent criminal history is relevant, however, to show whether the instant offence is an uncharacteristic aberration or whether the offender has manifested in his commission of the instant offence a continuing attitude of disobedience of the law. In the latter case, retribution, deterrence and protection of society may all indicate that a more severe penalty is warranted. It is legitimate to take account of the antecedent criminal history when it illuminates. the moral culpability of the offender in the instant case, or shows his dangerous propensity or shows a need to impose condign punishment to deter the offender and other offenders from committing further offences of a like kind. Counsel for the applicant submitted that antecedent criminal history was relevant only to a prisoner's claim for leniency. That is not and never has been the approach of the courts in this country and it would be at odds with the community's understanding of what is relevant to the assessment of criminal penalties.

The second subsidiary principle material to this case is that the maximum penalty prescribed for an offence is intended for cases falling within the worst category of cases for which that penalty is prescribed: Ibbs v  The Queen.  That does not mean that a lesser penalty must be imposed if it be possible ta envisage a worse case; ingenuity can always conjure up a case of· greater heinousness. A sentence which imposes the maximum penalty offends this principle
only	if the case  is recognisably	outside	the worst category."
I consider that the appellant is correct in this submission. There was no warrant for approaching the matter on the basis that a third offence of this kind should attract the maximum penalty, and then discounting the penalty down having regard to any matters of mitigation. As
their Honours pointed out in Veen (No.2), the maximum is reserved for those cases falling within the worst category of case. This clearly was not such a case. The purpose in taking the trip was to retrieve some important belongings left behind on the fishing trip the previous day. The appellant felt a strong moral obligation to retrieve them and there was no-one else available to get them. The longer the delay in returning to Rock Hole, the more likely it was that someone else may have found and removed the relevant items. There was nothing· about the appellant's. manner of driving to attract police attention, and has been pointed out, he had consumed no alcohol at all. The appellant's prior convictions were obviously relevant to illuminate his moral culpability or to show a need to impose condign punishment to deter him and other from offending again, and it was not without significance that his last prior conviction for this offence occurred only some twenty-one months previously when he was sentenced to three months'
imprisonment	and released after serving	one good	behaviour	bond  for two years.	However,
 month upon a there is no
principle that a conviction fcir a subsequent offence must
of necessity result in a more severe sentence than had previously been imposed in the past. Such an approach would result in the imposition of a fresh penalty for past offences rather than the imposition of a penalty which reflects the gravity of the offence.

Ground 3 of the Notice of Appeal raises the totality principle, and I will deal with this later.

At the hearing, the appellant by leave amended the Notice
of Appeal to raise two further grounds of appeal. The first of these further grounds was that the sentence imposed was manifestly excessive. I was provided, without objection from counsel for the respondent, with statistical information as to the level of sentences for this offence kept in the records of the Katherine Court of Summary Jurisdiction over the period from November 1990 to October 1991. The following table reflects the results:

Fine
Bond*
Irn12risorunent
 	Im:grisonrnent	
Total
Offences


and Release




on Bond**





0-1
2-3
4-s I 6
Months
7-11
12

2
10
3
3
11
3 I 3
-
1
36
*	(including wholly suspended sentences and HDOS & CSOS)
**	(after serving part of the sentence)

These figures included some sentences imposed by courts sitting elsewhere than in Katherine. After eliminating the non-Katherine sentences, the following table reflects the results:
Fine
cso
GBB
HDO
Imprisoned but released after serving part of
term
Imprisonment
Total





1-2
3
4  I	6
Months
12

1
1
3
2
1
2
7
3
3
1
24


The range of sentences for this offence, where there are prior convictions for the same offence, are set out in the following table:


1st offence (No priers for driving unlicenced)
Other 1st offence
2
n d
3
r  d
4
t
h
s t h
6
t h

10
t h
T
0

t a
1
Total
Numbers
6
J.0
2
3
-
1
J.
J.
24
Penalty Range
Fine, GBB, CSO Imp
(1-3 m)
C I Rele4!5e

HDO GBB
cso Imp 1-4
mth

Imp 3-
6 mth

Imp 3-4
mth
-

Imp 6
mth

Imp 6
mth

Imp 12 mth



After taking into account the sentences imposed for a 3rd conviction for those drivers with more than three prior convictions, the range for those sentenced for a third conviction for this offence varies from three months' home detention, to imprisonment ranging between one month and four months.

It was submitted that these statistics showed that a sentence of six months' imprisonment was outside the tariff. An examination of the three cases where a penalty of six months' imprisonment was imposed showed that in two cases, the offenders had more than three prior convictions for this offence. In the third case, the defendant was facing only his second conviction, but he also had two prior convictions for driving whilst unlicensed.


Counsel for the respondent submitted that the statistical sample was too small, and did not demonstrate any striking disparity. To a degree, this submission is correct, in so far as a penalty range for a third conviction goes; but what the statistics do show is that six months' imprisonment is very much the top of the range, and in every case where such a sentence has been imposed, the· driver has also been convicted and sentenced to imprisonment for at least one other serious driving offence
J.2


arising out of the same driving (in each case, a conviction for exceed 0.8 or for failing to provide a sample of breath was also involved). This suggests that the sentence in this case was outside of the range, and an examination of the details of each of the twenty-four cases for which detailed information was supplied, confirms this impression. I consider that the statistical information does support the conclusion that the sentence imposed in this case was manifestly excessive.


The fifth ground of appeal was as follows:
"The learned Stipendiary Magistrate erred in committing the appellant to prison for a period of three months upon finding that the appellant breached the bond entered into by him on the 16th day of March 1990; in particular, the learned Stipendiary Magistrate as a matter of law was required to commit the appellant to the balance of the sentence remaining.
The bond which the appellant entered into was made pursuant to s5(1)(b) of the Criminal. Law (Conditional. Rel.ease of Offenders) Act. Section 6(3)(e) of that Act empowered the learned magistrate to
"... commit the person to prison to undergo imprisonment not exceeding the sentence or the balance of that sentence, as the case may be, or make any order (including an order under s5(1)) which the Court would, if he had then and there been sentenced for the offence of which he was originally charged, be empowered to make."	·
The appellant submitted that, ·under the provisions of the Prisons (Correctional. Services)  Act,  s92,  the  appellant, having been sentenced to terms of imprisonment totalling four months, was entitled to remissions of his sentences, or partial remissions of his sentences. Accordingly it was submitted that the appellant, having already served one month of his sentences, was liable to serve a total of approximately  fifty days of his sentences at the time the
learned magistrate committed him to serve three months for'
breaching his bond. It was contended that if he lost the benefit of those remissions already  earned, he  would  be
required to serve, allowing for remissions earned on the balance of his sentences, approximately sixty days, instead of fifty, and that the learned magistrate should have committed him to serve, not three months, but, at most, the balance of the sentences then outstanding, so as to preserve his right to those remissions already earned.

A similar problem was encountered by the Court of Criminal Appeal in R v  Mulholland  (unreported,  16/1/91)  and  R  v Babui (unreported, 19/12/91). In both of those cases, the prisoner had been committed for terms expressed in years as a result of offences committed whilst on parole which offences resulted in the deemed revocation of the parole orders. Section 12(2) of the  Parole  of  Prisoners  Act required the court in those circumstances to order the prisoner •to undergo imprisonment for the term that the person had not served at the time when he was released from prison in pursuance of the parole order." The Court of Criminal Appeal held that the proper order to be made was to order the prisoner to undergo imprisonment for the term he had not served at the time when he was released from prison in pursuance of the parole order, not for the balance of the term expressed in years, as the prisoner I s entitlement to partial remissions had been expressly preserved by s15 of the Parole  of  Prisoners  Act.  Counsel for the respondent distinguished these authorities on the basis that there was no statutory preservation of the entitlement to partial remissions where the court made an order committing the prisoner to gaol pursuant to s6(3)(e) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.

I consider that, on the materials before me, I am unable to finally	determine	whether		the		appellant's	contention	is correct,  or not. Section 92 of  the Prisons		(Correctional Services)		Act	provides	that	"the	Minister			may		make		a, determination specifying the amount of remission which may be granted		to a prisoner	and the circumstances	in which


that   remission   may   be  granted. 11	The Minister's determination was not put before me. Much may depend upon the true construction of that determination as to whether the appellant was entitled to the preservation of any remissions previously earned, or not. In the circumstances,
I	am	not		prepared	to	say	that	the exceeded	his	authority		in		committing
 learned	magistrate the	prisoner	to
imprisonment for three months for breach of the bond. That
period was, in my opinion, the sentence imposed upon him within the meaning of s6(3)(e) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act. However, I do consider that it is preferable not to refer to the precise period, as this is apt to lead to errors. The better course is to make an order similar to that made in R v Mulholland.

The final ground of appeal to be dealt with (ground 3) was that the learned magistrate failed to direct himself to or apply the totality principle in sentencing. It was submitted that the learned magistrate erred in his discretion in committing the appellant to the maximum period of three months, and by making that period
cumulative upon the sentence imposed	for	the	breach	of
 of imprisonment of six months s31(1)	of	the	Traffic	Act.
Counsel for the appellant referred me to the case of Gills (1986) 22 A Crim R 115 where the Court of Criminal Appeal, Queensland, applied	the totality principle to a situation where	a prisoner		was		dealt			with	for	breach				of		a	bond. Counsel for the respondent sought to distinguish that case on the basis that, under the Offenders Probation and Parole Act	1980	(Qld),	the	court			is			called		upon	to	impose	a sentence,			whereas,			under	the		criminal			Law		(Conditional Release of Offenders)	Act,		the court does not impose any sentence, but merely commits the prisoner to serve so much. of the sentence or the balance of the sentence as the court considers		just: c.f. Baird			v	R (N.T. court			of Criminal, Appeal, unreported, 9/1/91). Nevertheless, the totality principle has been applied by Kearney J in these
circumstances: see Ross v Seears (1988) 54 NTR 26 at 34. I therefore  consider  that  I  should   regard   the   totality principle as applying in  this  case.  As  I  have  already observed,  the  learned  magistrate  committed   the   appellant for the longest period open to him and made that sentence cumulative. This was the maximum penalty  the  learned magistrate was empowered to order. As the Court of  Criminal Appeal observed in Baird (at 13-14):
"Like		the	art			of		sentencing		itself,	making			orders under		section	6( 3)			involves	the		exercise		of	a	wide discretion		in			a	potentially		infinite		variety			of circumstances.		Consistent	with	the	unfettered		nature of the discretion under section  6(3) (e),  some  general, and	therefore			not				very		helpful			propositions				are possible.  It  is  axiomatic  that  the  order  should  be  a just one. A warning given by the judge imposing  the original sentence  as  to  the  consequences  of  a  breach may be relevant. The nature of the terms of the recognisance  are  relevant.  The nature  and  gravity  of the breach is  a  relevant  factor.  Whether  the   breach evinces  an  intention  to  disregard  the  obligation  to   be  of  good  behaviour  or  to  abandon   any   such   intention would  normally  be  relevant.   For  instance   it   would   be an aggravating factor  if  the  breach  amounted  to   the commission  of  another  offence   of   the   same   nature   as that  which  gave  rise  to  the  recognisance.  The  length of  time  during  which  the  offender   observed   the conditions of the  recognisance  may  be  relevant.  The moral  pressures  upon  the   offender  to  commit   the   breach may count. The possibilities  are  as  potentially numerous  as  the  factors  that  effect  the  ordinary sentencing process itself. Butthe materiality of any factor is determined by fairness and common sense."
In the present case, the learned magistrate said:
"You acknowledge the	breach  of  the			bond,		bond entered into	by you on 16 March ·1990	which	was			for			a	total effective			sentence		of		four	months		and	which		you were released	after	serving   one  month.		There	is	a			balance of	three		months.	You		acknowledge	the		breach		of		that and I		see  no reason	to  reduce  that   amount,   it   being for  a  period  of  two  years.  It  was in  March 1990   and you  offended  again  on  9  October  1991,  so   it   was  one year  and  seven  months   into  the  two years.  Even   so,   it is   my  discretion  to  reduce  the   amount.   It   arises,   but I  will  not  exercise   it   because   it   is    again   an  offence of  exactly  the  same  kind  as  you  were  given   the   bond for."
It  cannot  therefore  be  said  the  learned  magistrate   failed  to have regard to the length of time the appellant had
observed			the conditions of his recognisance,		or that the learned	magistrate	otherwise	erred.	Although	the	learned magistrate	might		have		taken	a			more		lenient	view			having regard to the moral pressure upon the appellant to return to Rock Hole to retrieve the items, I am unable to say that he was wrong in not doing so. Looked at in isolation, the committal of three months made cumulative upon whatever was an appropriate sentence for the offence against s3o(1) of the Traffic Act was not manifestly excessive. But, looking at the total effective term of nine months' imprisonment, it seems to me that that total was manifestly excessive in all the circumstances, bearing in mind the circumstances of the offence and of the offender in this case. Assuming that I	am	wrong		in	my		conclusion		that	the	sentence		of	six months'		imprisonment	for	the		breach		of		s30(1) of the Traffic Act was not in itself manifestly excessive, it was, at the very least, at the top end of the permissible range. To aggregate on top of this the maximum possible pursuant to s6(3)(e) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release  of Offenders) Act produces a result which, when viewed as a whole, is not just or appropriate: c.f. Henry v R (Court of Criminal Appeal, unreported, 11/4/91 at 15).

Accordingly, I order as follows:
	The Appeal is allowed, and the sentence of six months' imprisonment for the breach of s30(1) of the Traffic Act is quashed.


	In lieu thereof, the Appellant is ,sentenced to three months' imprisonment, such sentence to take effect from 2 December 1991.


	The Order committing the Appellant his	bond	to	imprisonment	for cumulative		upon		that	sentence follows:

 for breach of three	months is	varied	as
Order that the Appellant be committed to undergo imprisonment for the sentence imposed upon him by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction on 6 April 1989 for drive disqualified or so much of the balance. thereof as he may still be required to serve, such term of imprisonment to commence at the expiration of the term of imprisonment for three months for which he is now being sentenced.
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'
	The Order of disqualification imposed by the learned magistrate was not the subject of appeal, and is not disturbed •
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